The Atlas Advantage

Powerful Pressroom & Automation Solutions

Atlas Technologies is a comprehensive source for all your production and automation needs. We offer 50 years of experience in designing and building creative solutions for complex manufacturing problems.

We do it all in house too…

- Automatic Storage & Retrieval Systems
- Die Change Systems
- Die Transfer Carts
- Front of Line Destackers
- End of Line Stackers
- Pressroom Integration
- FLEX Transfer Press Automation
- Bolster & Die Change Accessories
- Finger Tooling and Components
- Washers & Oilers
- Bundle Turnover
- Steerable Trackless Carts
- Equipment Refurbishment
- Robotic Solutions
- Contract Metal Fabrication
- Maintenance & Service

Atlas prides itself on making our customers an integral member of our team. We understand our customers objectives, providing creative and cost effective pressroom and automation solutions.

Every Customer…Every Project…Every Time….Period!
Atlas FLEX 100/125 Finger Tooling

The Advantages of Atlas FLEX Finger Tooling

Flexible 100/125 Finger Tooling modular components are simple to configure due to the ability to adjust one axis at a time without disrupting the position of the other axis. This saves time and resources by allowing more throughput per press line.

Finger Tooling Product Offering

- Adapter Bushings
- Cross Bars
- Edge Sensing Assemblies
- In-Line Offset Arms
- 90° Offset Arms
- Internal Wedge Assemblies
- Mounting Assemblies
- Universal Tooling Receiver
- Shovel Stops and Traps
- Shovels
- Standard Tooling Bases
- Swivel Clamp Assemblies
- Tooling Arms
- Tooling Links
- Universal Tooling Adapter

Atlas FLEX Finger Tooling is the strongest available on the market today, providing joint strength of up to 400 foot pounds. Our patented wedge style of swivel clamp holds its position accurately during high speeds and heavy volumes of production. Testing has proven that our tooling holds nearly 100% of its clamping strength even when it is readjusted and reused.

Start with Atlas Technologies by calling or emailing us today to discuss your tooling equipment needs!